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HEARING CONDUCT
A. General Principles
1. An arbitrator must provide a fair and adequate hearing which assures that both
parties have sufficient opportunity to present their respective evidence and
argument.
a. Within the limits of this responsibility, an arbitrator should conform to the
various types of hearing procedures desired by the parties.
b. An arbitrator may: encourage stipulations of fact; restate the substance of issues
or arguments to promote or verify understanding; question the parties'
representatives or witnesses, when necessary or advisable, to obtain additional
pertinent information; and request that the parties submit additional evidence,
either at the hearing or by subsequent filing.
c. An arbitrator should not intrude into a party's presentation so as to prevent that
party from putting forward its case fairly and adequately.
B. Transcripts or Recordings
1. Mutual agreement of the parties as to use or nonuse of a transcript must be
respected by the arbitrator.

a. A transcript is the official record of a hearing only when both parties agree to a
transcript or an applicable law or regulation so provides.
b. An arbitrator may seek to persuade the parties to avoid use of a transcript, or to
use a transcript if the nature of the case appears to require one. However, if an
arbitrator intends to make appointment to a case contingent on mutual agreement
to a transcript, that requirement must be made known to both parties prior to
appointment.
c. If the parties do not agree to a transcript, an arbitrator may permit one party to
take a transcript at its own cost. The arbitrator may also make appropriate
arrangements under which the other party may have access to a copy, if a copy is
provided to the arbitrator.
d. Without prior approval, an arbitrator may seek to use a personal tape recorder to
supplement note taking. The arbitrator should not insist on such a tape recording
if either or both parties object.
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C. Ex Parte Hearings
1. In determining whether to conduct an ex parte hearing, an arbitrator must
consider relevant legal, contractual, and other pertinent circumstances.
2. An arbitrator must be certain, before proceeding ex parte, that the party
refusing or failing to attend the hearing has been given adequate notice of the
time, place, and purposes of the hearing.
D. Plant Visits
1. An arbitrator should comply with a request of any party that the arbitrator visit
a work area pertinent to the dispute prior to, during, or after a hearing. An
arbitrator may also initiate such a request.
a. Procedures for such visits should be agreed to by the parties in consultation with
the arbitrator.
E. Bench Decisions or Expedited Awards
1. When an arbitrator understands, prior to acceptance of appointment, that a
bench decision is expected at the conclusion of the hearing, the arbitrator must
comply with the understanding unless both parties agree otherwise.
a. If notice of the parties' desire for a bench decision is not given prior to the
arbitrator's acceptance of the case, issuance of such a bench decision is
discretionary.
b. When only one party makes the request and the other objects, the arbitrator
should not render a bench decision except under most unusual circumstances.
2. When an arbitrator understands, prior to acceptance of appointment, that a
concise written award is expected within a stated time period after the hearing,
the arbitrator must comply with the understanding unless both parties agree
otherwise.
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